CACI’s broad-based solutions offer communications capabilities for soldier systems, mobile platforms, fixed facilities, and the enterprise. We bring exceptional skills to design, develop, integrate, deploy, sustain, and provide field support for rapidly deployable command, control, communications, and computer solutions anywhere in the world. CACI develops and integrates solutions that deliver secure, multi-level unified communications from the enterprise directly to and from the tactical edge. We rapidly tailor and implement our products, services, and solutions to fit the specific missions and operating environments of our customers.

Visit us online for more information about all our Expertise and Technology:

www.caci.com
Communications

**Highlights**

- Deliver intelligence support system hardware and software suites, video teleconferencing equipment, and the capability to support national intelligence organizations and teams
- Provide field support vital to maintaining and sustaining mission-critical C4ISR systems
- Test and evaluate systems in laboratory and realistic field conditions
- Support national simulation systems in evaluating C4 capabilities
- Rapidly deploy secure mobile devices to the tactical edge
- Deliver cellular and Wi-Fi connectivity to forward operating stations

**Benefits**

- Proven processes and people to meet customers’ critical missions
- Solutions engineered for cost-effective deployment and sustainment across the system and mission lifecycle
- Technological expertise that enables our customers’ enterprise-level class communications services

 Mission-Critical Communications: Both on and off the battlefield, secure real-time communications are critical to mission success. We aid users in collaboratively planning, fusing information, and making essential decisions. Our top mission areas are communications and network integration (satellite and terrestrial), including quick reaction systems, mobility, 3G and 4G cellular, and engineering support services.

Mobile Platform Integration: CACI integrates satellite communications, terrestrial communications, and multi-level secure networking capabilities into vehicles, ruggedized containers, fixed facilities, and shelters to provide troops and first responders with ubiquitous, secure access to real-time information.

Secure Communications for a Tactical Edge: CACI’s Mobility Management (CMM) mobile device security system provides for National Security Agency (NSA) Secret-approved voice, video, and data connectivity using 3G/4G LTE cellular and Wi-Fi wireless networks. CMM mobile devices, Virtual Private Networking (VPN) components, and software are National Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP) program and NSA Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC)-approved for Secret classified applications.

Satellite and Baseband Design, Integration, and Operations: CACI designs, engineers, installs, and operates a full line of antennas, controls, power drive units, tracking-down converters and receivers, and control and baseband systems for applications that support strategic and tactical communications requirements.

Communications Systems Test and Evaluation: CACI provides technical, engineering, and analysis support for system-of-systems engineering evaluations and field assessments. Our services include design of experiments and related facilities, system and platform operational support, and live, virtual, and constructive testing and evaluation.

Communications Systems Field Support Services: CACI provides field support services to our customers, anywhere from inside the U.S. to austere, war-zone locations.
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